
Sogeti OneShare for Test– Your One-Stop Shop for Testing and 
Application Development
As a world-renowned provider of testing and application development services, Sogeti has a reputation 
for revolutionizing today’s testing standards. 

Sogeti’s newest testing platform, OneShare for Test, is the most comprehensive solution for testing 
services. With an unrivaled assortment of tools, and service offerings, and all the benefits of Microsoft 
Azure, developers are testing their apps and ensuring quality with greater agility and cost efficiency than 
ever before. 

OneShare for Test

OneShare for Test is a rich cloud 
platform that provides a fast, 
flexible, and continuous test 
environment. With OneShare 
you can:

• Easily manage and duplicate 
complex test environments  

• Compress test automation 
cycles and scale for efficiency

• Gain real-time insights into data, 
costs, and project status

• Provision new test environments  
in a matter of hours 

A Comprehensive 
Testing Platform

To ensure you have the tools you 
need when you need them, Sogeti 
incorporates specific Microsoft and 
HP technologies to provide the ideal 
suite of world-class testing tools. 

• Decrease time to market and 
improve quality assurance 
through HP’s software for test 
management, test automation, 
and performance testing

• Decrease overall test time and 
cost to deliver through the 
flexibility  and scalability of 
Microsoft Azure 

The Right Test 
Tools and Processes

Sogeti’s unique set of testing 
services ensures that OneShare for 
Test is optimized for your specific 
and unique needs:

• Trained and certified 
professionals offer on-premises, 
remote, and international support

• Upgrade and optimize existing 
tools and systems

• Access to Sogeti’s TMap and 
PointZERO methodologies to 
mitigate risk and increase               
testing efficiency

Testing Services 
and Support

40% 54% 35%
Efficiency Matters
In today’s competitive 
business market, test teams 
struggle to deliver quality 
software at a competitive 
pace, with adequate tools.   

of test teams 
can’t meet 
project demand

Responsive 
Testing

of test teams 
lack tools for 
automation

Process 
Efficiency

of test teams 
don’t meet 
budget goals

Cost 
Containment

IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE 
OF YOUR TEST ENVIRONMENT



For more information, visit:
www.sogeti.com

How OneShare Helps
Your company’s ability to compete is often tied to your ability to build innovative, high quality applications, and deliver 
them to market fast and with confidence. 

OneShare for Test, as a component of Sogeti’s comprehensive application development offering, ensures your testers 
have the tools, agility, and scale they need to move fast and do their work efficiently. And it also provides access to 
Sogeti’s proven process for driving quality - TMap methodology; and Sogeti’s low defect philosophy - PointZERO. 

With OneShare for Test, Sogeti continues to define industry standards 
in testing services.  

of all tests reduced 
within one year

increase in 
time-to-market

detection of nearly 
all critical defects25% 15% 90%

Creating Change in Our Industry

“Using a test provider like Sogeti was hugely 
advantageous.  Being a public facing entity meant 
that using professional test resources gave us the 
extra confidence we needed before going live.” 

                                – Robbie Wright
                                ICT Project, Southampton Airport

“Sogeti has helped us to meet critical deadlines 
and ensure that our QA teams are staffed by 
experts with a good understanding of our business 
processes without incurring costly and time 
consuming recruitment overheads.”

                                – Adam Williams
                               IS Test 7 QA Group Manager, Yell

TMap
A best-in-class testing methodology to help:

• Prioritize test goals across the entire application lifecycle

• Manage defects and product risks from the start

• Adapt to any SDLC or technology

• Ensure success through a seven-stage test process

OneShare
A cloud-based platform that enables you to:

• Optimize for agile work enviroments

• Build tests directly on the cloud or migrate from on premises

• Execute any type of test including systems, integration, 
regression or acceptance

PointZERO
A fundamental testing philosophy that:

• Leverages best practices for early lifecycle testing and 
defect prevention

• Develops solutions that are Fit for Purpose

• Avoids rework in later stages by implementing a “No Faults 
Forward” approach 

TMap

PointZERO

OneShare


